March 7, 1889

Dear Father General,

There is very little serious matter in the St. Joseph School squabble, and please tell Father Curley to arrange the matter. I have written to Father Gleeson in that effect.

The Sisters' letter contains many exaggerations; the main difficulty seems to lie that the Sisters are hardly willing to let him as Pastor have any voice in the matters of the school.

Father Gleeson was wrong, and I wrote so to him. 1. I'm thinking that it is an injustice to ask Childrey to oppose in keeping their school rooms in order. 2. I'm telling the man that he could send his child to
the public school.
If this letter represents to the better
that there are special reasons to
exempt a child this should be
taken into consideration.
Both somewhat wrong - this whole
does not amount to anything
serious and Father Corby can
easily arrange it.

Joseph Arwenger

Fort Wayne